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1 INTRODUCTION
The NSW Government has provided $465.7 million through the Waste Less, Recycle More initiative
to achieve state-wide resource recovery goals, with litter reduction being one of its priority areas. In
September 2015 the NSW Government announced the Premier’s Priority target to reduce the
volume of litter by 40% from 2012 levels. This follows on from previous NSW Government
commitments to reduce litter found in NSW 2021: A plan to make NSW number one.
The Hunter Region Waste Group has worked together for many years, to develop and deliver the
Hunter Region Waste Avoidance & Resource Recovery (WARR) Strategy, through improved regional
planning, education and awareness program delivery and infrastructure projects.
The introduction of a Hunter Regional Litter Plan provides the opportunity to develop a ‘sister
document’ to the Regional WARR Strategy, and enable a targeted focus on litter avoidance and
management activities. The Litter Plan builds on activities conducted by councils in 2010/11 through
the development of the Integrated Litter and Illegal Dumping Plans undertaken as part of the Waste
and Sustainability Improvement Payment initiative.
The Hunter Regional Litter Plan (RLP) was developed in close collaboration with the Hunter Litter
Working Group (HLWG) which consists of representatives from each of the nine member councils
and in accordance with the rigorous requirements of the NSW EPA.
The associated Regional Litter Implementation Plan (L-RIP) provides detail and costings to deliver
regionally specific projects aimed at reducing litter in the region. It is understood that the NSW EPA
will use the L-RIP as a funding mechanism to distribute litter funds to regions and Councils. The
Litter Plan and Associated L-RIP have identified a regional funding request of $634,000 to deliver the
5-year plan.
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2 BACKGROUND
2.1 The Hunter Waste Region
The Hunter Waste Region includes Cessnock, Dungog, Lake Macquarie, Maitland, Muswellbrook,
Newcastle, Port Stephens, Singleton and Upper Hunter Councils. Our councils are working together
to deliver improved and integrated waste management systems and services to the region. The
councils have partnered on regional education campaigns and are promoting responsible waste
management behaviours that support the NSW WARR policies and targets.
The Hunter covers a diverse geographic area over 22,694 km2. Stretching from the beaches of Port
Stephens, and Lake Macquarie on the coast up to the rural areas of the Upper Hunter Valley, the
Hunter encompasses major commercial, industrial and educational centres, country towns and
villages, rural, agriculture and mining areas, as well as high volume coastal and wine growing tourism
areas (Figure 1). The demographic is as diverse as the landscape with a population of approximately
610,000 residents; most located within 25km of the coast. This number is expected to reach over
670,000 by 2021.

Figure 1: The Hunter Waste Region

2.2 Key Drivers and Policy Context
The policy context and key targets for litter reduction in NSW are summarised in Table 1 and have
been considered as part of the Regional Litter Plan development process.
As part of NSW Government’s commitment to reduce the volume of litter, a container deposit
scheme (an incentive scheme to drive the return of drink containers) will be introduced in NSW by 1
July 2017. This scheme will complement existing kerbside recycling systems and help councils reach
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the ambitious litter reduction and recycling targets set by the NSW EPA, although it is not expected
to achieve these targets on its own. However there will still be a need to address litter more
generally at the regional and local level1.
Table 1: NSW key litter reduction policies, plans and targets

KEY POLICY / PLAN

SUMMARY OF RELEVANT DETAIL

KEY TARGETS / ACTIONS / NOTES
FOR COUNCILS

NSW Premier’s
Priorities

The Premier has announced a NSW
litter reduction target as part of new
State Priorities.

Reduce the volume of litter in NSW
by 40% by 2020.

https://www.nsw.gov.au/makingithappen
NSW Waste
Avoidance and
Resource Recovery
Strategy 2014-2021

Waste Less Recycle
More Initiative

The WARR Strategy includes longterm result for the following five key
result areas:


Avoid and reduce waste
generation



Increase recycling and divert



Manage problem wastes better



Reduce litter



Reduce illegal dumping

Waste Less Recycle More provides
$22 million to support regional
collaboration, regional waste
strategy development and
infrastructure planning to 2017.
Waste Less Recycle More also
provides $20 million to reduce litter
in NSW.

The WARR Strategy target for litter
reduction is that by 2016-17:
Reduce the number of litter items by
40% compared with 2011-12 levels
and the continue to reduce litter
items to 2021-22.
*This target is now being updated to
reflect the Premier’s Priority which
focuses on the reduction of litter
volume rather than litter items.
Grants totaling $6.6 million have
been awarded to seven ROCs and
council groups that have supported
the development of Regional Waste
Strategies, funded regional
coordinators and maximized funding
opportunities for local communities
under the Waste Less Recycle More
initiative. The grants benefit 54
councils in the waste levy paying
regions and more than 5.1 million
residents.
Voluntary Regional Waste Groups
across regional and rural NSW are
being supported with $3 million of
funding over five years.

1

NSW EPA, Regional Litter Plan and Litter Implementation Plan Guidelines (unpublished working Draft),
November 2015
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2.3 Hunter Waste Avoidance & Resource Recovery Strategy
The Hunter Region Waste Avoidance and Recovery Strategy (WARR) 2014-2021 sets out the regional
vision, objectives and targets and provides a framework for regional activities and service delivery to
achieve progressive targets across the region (nine member Councils).
To deliver the Strategy’s vision, seven major themes were identified, each with its own objectives
and targets that set the framework for future waste management activity for that theme.
Littering has a detrimental effect on the environment and can have a negative impact on community
well-being and is a distinct theme (Theme 5) within the Hunter WARR Strategy (see Table 2).
Table 2: Litter Objectives included in the Hunter WARR Strategy

OBJECTIVE & TARGET

5.1

Minimise the visual
impacts associated
with littering through
community
education,
enforcement,
deterrents and
installation of
appropriate
infrastructure

Support state
initiatives and
programs on litter
reduction and
actively spread the
message to local
communities

ACTION

RESPOSIBILITY DELIVERY

A

Undertake a baseline data
gathering exercise to identify
the extent of littering across the
region, particular littering “hotspots” and the potential causes
of litter e.g. lack of awareness,
insufficient litter infrastructure
(including a litter infrastructure
inventory and complete
assessment condition, usage
and suitability of location)

Regional
Coordinator
and
participating
councils

Ongoing

A

Develop a regional approach to
litter that identifies initiatives
related to education and
awareness, enforcement
programs and improved litter
infrastructure

Regional
Coordinator
and
participating
councils

April 2016
(RLP)

B

Apply to the State Fund for
funding to support the
implementation of the regional
litter strategy

Interested
Councils

April 2016
(RLP)

C

Implement the regional
approach to litter

Participating
Councils

July 2016

D

Review progress of the regional
litter strategy

Regional
Coordinator
and
participating
councils

June 2019

5.2
Target: Regional
litter reduction
program benchmark
and performance
measure(s)
established by 30
June 2015

The Hunter Region Litter Plan (RLP) has been developed in the context of the Hunter WARR Strategy
objectives and targets in line with guidelines set by the NSW EPA. The five year action plan outlines
the incremental process to meet objectives and targets and will incorporate support for nominated
priority issues and projects in participating councils. Each will have SMART objectives and
measurable volume reduction targets that contribute to the Premier’s Priority state-wide target of
40% reduction in litter volume by 2020.
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3 LITTER IN NSW
Litter can be defined as any material not appropriately disposed of which may become harmful to
the environment or human health. Litter has environmental, social and economic costs largely borne
by councils and the community. Littering harms ecosystems and our natural environment, makes our
community look unkempt, and is linked to other anti-social behaviour like graffiti.
In September 2015 the NSW Premier announced a new State Priority to reduce the volume of litter
by 40% by 2020, building on the previous focus of reducing the number of littered items in NSW.
There has been a consistent reduction in the number of littered items per site type over time,
particularly in shopping centres, retail, car parks and beaches. This could be the result of better bins,
new smoking laws and a reduction of smokers at these locations. As litter volume has not seen such
a marked reduction it has therefore been targeted as the area of focus through the Premier’s
Priority.

3.1 The Cost of Litter
A recent unpublished EPA study (MRA, 2015) estimated the net cost of litter to the NSW economy as
more than $162 million. The results are a conservative estimate, as they were not able to measure
the cost to private businesses. The data also includes information from community organisations
that is probably not representative of the effort contributed by those organisations. Of the data
collected, local government agencies bear the largest cost of litter management, at approximately
$135.3M2.
Littering provides some significant risks and costs to the environment, the community and the
financial resources of councils. It is estimated that the total cost of litter to councils in the Hunter
region is well in excess of five million dollars.
The ‘true costs’ of littering include3:
Environmental costs
•

Plastic litter can choke or suffocate birds and marine life. Carelessly discarded containers
can trap small mammals.

•

Organic matter, such as dog poo, leaves and grass clippings, pollutes our waterways.

•

Dumped items can alter the normal drainage course of runoff and make areas more
susceptible to flooding and erosion when waste blocks creeks, storm-water drains and
gutters.

Social costs
•

Litter attracts vermin and is a breeding ground for bacteria. Items such as broken glass
and syringes can be a health hazard in public places.

•

Accumulated litter and carelessly discarded cigarette butts are potential fire hazards.

•

Litter looks untidy and negatively affects the image of places, especially tourist locations.

•

Litter attracts litter. Litter sends out a message that people do not care for the
environment and that it is acceptable to litter.

2

NSW EPA, Regional Litter Plan and Litter Implementation Plan Guidelines (unpublished working Draft),
November 2015
3
HCCREMS, Litter and Illegal Dumping Integrated Management Action Plan, 2010
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•

Thousands of volunteer hours are spent participating in clean up initiatives, such as
Clean Up Australia Day, Keep Australia Beautiful and Tidy Towns, at a significant cost to
the community’s resources.

Financial Costs
•

NSW local governments spend millions of dollars each year removing and properly
disposing of littered materials. Costs include staff, street sweepers and other specialist
equipment, transport and landfilling costs.

•

The community bears the cost of lower property prices because the area is less
attractive to prospective commercial and residential landowners.

3.2 NSW Litter Data
Litter data in NSW is drawn from the National Litter Index reported annually by Keep Australia
Beautiful National Litter Index, a broad survey that measures litter by the number and volume of
littered items across almost 1,000 sites nationally (151 in New South Wales) (Figure 2). The EPA also
measures litter in local ‘hotspots’ through the Local Litter Check to target local problem areas to
helps councils, community groups and others to understand, measure and tackle litter in those
hotspots.

2

Figure 2: Volume of litter per 1,000m in NSW

4

Drink containers make up to 45% volume and are the single biggest item type. Takeaway containers
of all types (plastic, metal, cardboard, coffee cups etc.) are the next largest litter item by volume,
making up 23% of the NSW litter stream5.
Industrial sites are the most littered, with all types of materials. Highways have high levels of plastic,
cigarette butts and takeaway wrappers. Retail strips and shopping centres have three times the
number of cigarette butts than all other litter combined. Beaches and parks have average to low
litter, probably because they are the focus of council cleaning regimes.
Research undertaken by the Beverage Industry Environment Councils in 2004 identified a number of
factors that contributed to littering behaviours (see Table 3).

4
5

Keep Australia Beautiful, National Litter Index Annual Report 2014-15, Unpublished
Keep Australia Beautiful, National Litter Index Annual Report 2014-15, Unpublished
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Table 3: Factors Contributing to Littering Behaviour

6

TYPE OF ITEM

People are most likely to litter cigarette butts, probably because there is
no bin nearby or butts are seen as ‘only small’.

TYPE OF PLACE

People are more likely to litter in places such as bus stops or where they
think they won’t be seen.

CLEANLINESS OF PLACE

People are less likely to litter somewhere that is clean, with well caredfor street furniture, bins and no graffiti or vandalism.

BINS

People are less likely to litter if there is a bin nearby. However, they are
more likely to if the bin itself is dirty.

SIGNS

People are more likely to put waste in the right place if there are clear
and consistent signs.

KNOWLEDGE

People may be less likely to litter when they understand where their
litter ends up.

3.3 Social Research on Litter Behaviours
Research provided by the NSW EPA shows that there is no such thing as a typical litterer (Table 3).
The same person may litter in one place, but not in another7. Their behaviour can change even with
the same piece of litter. For example, a person may walk 30 metres to put a plastic cup in a bin at a
park or at the beach, but would leave the same item under the seat at a football stadium.
Research also shows that to achieve effective behavioural change, programs need to integrate four
key behaviour change strategies:

6
7

1

Education & Awareness - e.g. anti-littering material/training

2

Infrastructure – e.g. clean up and prevention such as litter and butt bins

3

Regulation & Enforcement – e.g. reporting and fines

4

Evaluation & Monitoring – e.g. KPIs and continual improvement framework

Beverage Industry Environment Council (BIEC), Littering Behaviour 7: National Benchmark, 2004, pg.48
NSW EPA, “Hey Tosser!” Post Campaign Research Results, unpublished, 2015
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4 WHERE ARE WE TODAY?
The Hunter Regional WARR Strategy litter actions (see Table 2), consultation with the Hunter Litter
Working Group (HLWG) representatives and relevant council personnel was used to collate baseline
data and information about current policies and litter management from each of the councils.
The consultation provided a platform for staff from separate sections of council to meet and discuss
specific issues related to their area of responsibility and thus build a more comprehensive picture of
litter in their council area and identify areas of focus.

4.1 Summary of Council Management of Litter in 2014/15 (baseline)
The review of litter management practices across each of the councils highlighted a fragmented
approach, with inconsistent data collection and recording processes which made it difficult to build a
clear picture of the true cost to councils. Litter management was included within a range of roles and
responsibilities and spread across separate areas of council and thus was identified as a low profile
issue, particularly in regards to illegal dumping, with a focus on management rather than prevention.
It was generally agreed a more systematic and coordinated approach to litter data collection would
provide opportunities to quantify the whole-of-council cost and therefore raise the profile of litter
within council planning processes and policies to reduce the cost through a greater emphasis on
litter prevention.
The following summarises the current structure and organisational arrangements used to manage
litter in the Hunter Region within the framework of the four pillars of behaviour change.

4.1.1 Council Litter Plans & Policies
Councils were required to develop an Illegal Dumping and Litter Plan during 2011 under the WASIP
Guidelines. Seven of the nine councils in the region have a local waste strategy either endorsed or
under development. These all refer, in a limited manner, to litter management. Beyond this, few
specific litter policies, plans or roles responsible for litter exist. Council litter management activities
focus on collection and clean-up rather than a coordinated approach to the reduction and
prevention of litter.

4.1.2 Council Litter Management
A range of council departments were identified as being responsible for the management and
prevention of litter. This included departments such as Waste, Environment, Compliance &
Enforcement, Parks / Open Space, Planning / Asset Management, Community and Events.
Member councils own and manage a range of recreational parks that are used by a diverse cross
section of the community for social, sporting and recreational activities. They also host an increasing
number of community events where they are responsible for the management and collection of
waste and litter by patrons and stall holders, as well as a range of non-council events conducted on
council grounds. Individual councils use a range of user agreements, and event management plans to
manage the cost of litter to council to varying degrees.
All councils provide public place litter bins. Servicing provisions are constrained by complex
contractual and council staff emptying regimes.
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4.1.3 Infrastructure
All councils in the region provide public place litter bins with GIS mapping of location and service
frequency completed in 5 LGAs. Key features of these services include;
•

Service frequencies varied from daily collections through to weekly, dependent on the
location, demand and availability of collection vehicle

•

Rural councils contained isolated areas without collections of household or public place
waste.

•

The weight of waste from public place bins is based on estimates

•

The majority of public place bins are serviced with weekly household waste collections
by internal or external contractors

•

Positioning of the bins in recreation parks was dependent on accessibility for efficient
servicing rather than convenience for the user

•

Eight councils also provide a limited number of public place recycling bins

•

Household waste illegally dumped into public place wheelie bins led to littering as bins
became overfull.

•

The type of bins provided varied from clearly signed metal bin enclosures with butt bins
in civic centres, retail strips and major recreation parks through to wheelie bins and
metal drums in other locations.

•

The type and size of bins provided was based on service demand, aesthetics, cost,
location and issues of ongoing vandalism.

There was general agreement that a review and enhancement of current public place bin
infrastructure, signage and servicing would reduce littering behaviour. Lake Macquarie, Newcastle
and Port Stephens Councils are proposing trialing big belly solar compacter bins in 2016 in high-use
recreational parks to reduce litter from overfull bins and reduce servicing requirements during peak
periods. Results will be shared with the region.

4.1.4 Litter Reduction Programs
Litter reduction programs have been conducted by councils in the region historically, and more
recently with the support of funding from the EPA WLRM Litter grant stream. Cessnock, Maitland,
Muswellbrook, and Port Stephens Councils successfully applied for funding and targeted roadsides,
industrial sites, skate parks and recreational parks.
Active community groups from the Cessnock, Lake Macquarie, Newcastle and Upper Hunter Council
LGAs effectively implemented a range of litter reduction programs through the NSW Community
Litter Grants program 2013 targeting high profile parks and retail strips in collaboration with council,
other community groups and local business.
Community groups also engaged in litter reduction programs through established events and
programs such as Clean Up Australia Day (CUAD) in all councils. However, many councils reported a
reduction in the number of participants recently.
Staffing, capacity and concerns involving risk and insurance were cited by some councils as hurdles
to increasing the number of community groups actively engaged in litter clean-up programs. While
in Cessnock, Lake Macquarie, Port Stephens and Singleton, community engagement in litter clean up
is encouraged and supported through their websites in programs such as Tidy Towns, Adopt-a-Road,
Sustainable Communities and Eco Angels.
Lessons learnt from these projects and programs provide valuable models for the implementation of
effective litter reduction projects across the region, to achieve long term results such as the;
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•

importance of education and communication

•

collaborative partnerships with stakeholders community and business to encourage
ownership and increase engagement with programs,

•

provision of signage and suitable infrastructure and placement

•

monitoring and deterrents.

4.1.5 Education and Awareness
NSW EPA Messages
NSW EPA is rolling out the “Hey Tosser!” campaign across the state, with the provision of on the
ground support with messaging and signage for regions implementing litter projects through the RLP
in Year 1. Councils have used these resources in their anti-littering activities.
Council Websites and Social Media
All councils have websites and use social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter to
disseminate information and engage the community. The regional “Small Acts Big Change” program
supports behavioural change by educating individuals and community groups how the small changes
they make to every day practices can minimise their impact on the environment and contribute to
big gains for the environment.
The impacts of littering and information about how to report littering via the EPA is provided on
some council websites as well as information about becoming involved in local community groups
such as Tidy Towns.
Signage
The provision of anti-litter signage was minimal and inconsistent across the region with roadside
signage such as Adopt-a-Road, Tidy Towns, Do the Right Thing- Don’t Litter and “’Hey Tosser!’ you
know it’s wrong” and very limited signage on bins or use of bins in recreational parks. Mobile
signage (on waste collection vehicles) is used effectively by some councils.

4.1.6 Enforcement and Monitoring
All councils reported the restricted capacity of compliance departments to effectively enforce
littering offences with only a few rangers covering an entire LGA and multiple areas of responsibility.
There was general consensus that promoting community use of the EPA Reporting Tool App and
website was a preferred vehicle for reporting offenders. This would encourage community
ownership of reducing littering events and reinforce the social norm that littering is not accepted,
increase the range of coverage and send a message to litterers that littering is an offence.
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Figure 3 provides details on the number of litter infringements issued in each LGA during 2014-15 by
police, council rangers and through reporting to the EPA.

120
100
80
60
40
20
0

COUNCIL
EPA
POLICE

Figure 3: Litter infringements issued in 2014-15 by NSW Police, Councils and EPA

4.1.7 Council & Community Attitudes
Consultations with council representatives identified that litter is generally seen as a low priority
issue, particularly compared with illegal dumping, by Council management.
It is noted that Newcastle and Singleton Council’s community consultation feedback suggested that
residents see litter and illegal dumping as an issue of concern and would like to see council take a
more active role in its management. This is juxtaposed against results from Port Stephens Council’s
community satisfaction survey which saw 61% of residents note they were satisfied with council’s
performance in this area.
An online survey provided by the NSW EPA, was distributed by member councils to staff and
community groups involved with litter to gain a greater understanding of community attitudes and
understanding of littering behaviours in the region. The results are included in Figures 4, 5, and 6.
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Where are you seeing (or hearing about) litter?
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Figure 4: Hunter Region survey responses identifying regional litter hotspots

What type of litter are seeing (or hearing about)?
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Figure 5: Hunter Region survey responses on most littered items
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Community views towards littering
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responsibility

Figure 6: Hunter Region survey responses to the question “How would you describe community views towards
littering?”

Consultation with relevant council departments was used to identify litter hot spots, litter type and
assumed litterer, outcomes of this work is summarised in Table 4
Table 4: Consultation and survey responses from the Hunter Region

COUNCIL

LITTER SITE

LITTER TYPE

LITTERER

Cessnock City
Council

1

Take away
packaging
and Drink
bottles

Sporting group patrons
Workers throwing take away
packaging from their vehicles
travelling to and from work.

2

High use recreational
parks / sporting
fields
Major arterial roads
to civic centres

Dungog Shire
Council

1. Recreational parks
2. Major arterial roads
to civic centres

Take away
packaging
Litter caused
by household
waste filling
park bins

Locals and visitors
staying/living out of town with
no waste service using council
bins.
Park users

Lake
Macquarie
City Council

1.

Foreshore
recreational parks
Waterways

Take away
packaging
Drink bottles

Recreational users
Boating users

Maitland City
Council

1.
2.

Recreational parks
Major arterial roads
to civic centres

Take away
packaging
Drink bottles

Broad demographic of park
users and visitors
Workers from mines and
commuters throwing take
away packaging from their
vehicles travelling to and from
work.

2.
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COUNCIL

LITTER SITE

Muswellbrook
City Council

1.

Roadsides to landfill
site

City of
Newcastle

1.
2.

Recreational parks
Throsby creek
catchment

Marine
debris
Take away
packaging
Drink bottles

Skate park and recreational
users

Port Stephens
Council

1.
2.

Recreational parks
Roadsides to
industrial sites

Take away
packaging
Drink bottles

Workers throwing take away
packaging from their vehicles
travelling to and from work.
Sporting group patrons who
believe someone else will
clean up / will remove litter.

Singleton
Council

1.

Roadsides into civic
centre
Recreation parks

Take away
packaging
Drink bottles

Workers from mines and
commuters throwing take
away packaging from their
vehicles travelling to and from
work.
School students / skate park
users

2.

LITTER TYPE

LITTERER
Workers throwing take away
packaging from their vehicles
travelling to and from work.

Upper Hunter
Shire Council

1.
2.

Recreational parks
Access roads leading
from the racecourse

Take away
packaging
Drink bottles
Waste from
camping

Campers and patrons of
equine events
Drink containers thrown from
vehicles leaving the races

REGIONAL
FOCUS

1.
2.

Recreational parks
Roadsides

Take away
packaging
and Drink
containers

Sporting social and
recreational users of council
owned and managed facilities.
Littering from vehicles

The data summarised in the above section has been used to determine options to be adopted to
guide the effective targeting of education, enforcement and provision of infrastructure and
appropriate performance measure(s) for inclusion in the Regional Litter Plan.
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5 WHERE DO WE WANT TO BE?
Based on the overarching framework of the Hunter WARR Strategy, the RLP will lead to the
development of a strategic, integrated and coordinated approach to litter prevention and
management across the region.
The RLP will provide an enhanced focus on litter management activities from prevention to clean-up
and outline a range of regional priorities. The plan will support the development of specific targeted
projects that are applicable across multiple councils.

5.1 Vision
The Hunter WARR Strategy includes the following Vision:
To proactively implement an evolutionary and sustainable waste management system
for the Hunter Region, enabling the whole community to improve the environment and
community well-being by reducing the environmental impact of waste and using
resources more efficiently
The Hunter Region Litter Plan supports this Vision with the following more targeted vision
statement:
To proactively implement a strategic, integrated and coordinated approach to litter
management and prevention in the Hunter Region, enabling the whole community to
improve the environment and community well-being, by reducing the economic, social
and environmental impacts of litter.

5.2 Goals
To assist councils achieve this Vision, a number of goals have been identified:
•

Develop more accurate whole-of-council costings and raise the profile of litter
prevention within our member councils through the development of comprehensive
baseline litter and reporting data during Year 1 of the action plan

•

Support improved council-wide planning processes for litter prevention and
management

•

Contribute to the reduction of the visual impact of litter on regional roadsides and high
use recreational parks

•

Provide a model for consistent education and awareness, infrastructure, deterrents and
enforcement across the region to reduce littering behaviour to:
o

Build capacity in our councils to manage and prevent litter more effectively

o

Promote the use of innovation and technology

o

Increase the opportunities for cross-regional programs
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5.3 2016-2021 Plan
Regional Litter Priorities:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Raise the profile of litter in councils and the community and develop a strategic,
integrated and coordinated approach to litter prevention and management in the
Hunter and across regions.
Change community behaviour and attitude from the belief that someone else will clean
up litter, there is no consequence for littering and littering goes unobserved, to taking
individual responsibility for cleaning up and not littering.
The focus will be on take-away packaging and drink containers left by the public using
the targeted high use recreational park facilities.
Roadside litter thrown from vehicles is an ongoing problem. This includes major arterial
roads, and access roads to industrial and landfill sites. Roadsides have been targeted for
projects in Years 4-5 of the plan focusing on take-away packaging and drink containers.
Hot-spots were often located at the distance from point of sale required to consume the
purchase by commuters and workers disposing of packaging as they left or arrived at
their place of work.

Table 5: Objectives and targets for the Hunter Regional Litter Plan

LITTER PLAN OBJECTIVES

TARGET

TIMELINE

Objective 1

1.1

Quantify the whole-of-council cost of litter of
litter in councils across the region

2016-17

1.2

Set a baseline cost of litter in councils across the
region

2017-18

1.3

Identify and plan areas for targeted programs and 2018-19
activities to reduce litter in 2020/21 across the
region

1.4

Reduce the cost of litter across the region by
10% by 2021 from 2017 baseline

2019-21

Objective 2

2.1

2016-17

Increase community
awareness that people
littering from vehicles in our
region will be observed and
awareness of littering fines

50% increase in the number of residents in
member LGAs registered to report littering from
vehicles from 2014/5 baseline. Pilot

2.2

75% increase the number of residents in member
LGAs registered to report littering from vehicles
from 2014/5 baseline.

2017-18

2.3

80% increase in the number of residents from
participating LGAs registered to report littering
from vehicles from 2014/5 baseline

2018-19

Implement a coordinated,
strategic approach to litter
governance to raise the
profile of litter within our
region and shift the current
focus of planning, policies
and services from litter
collection to litter
prevention.
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LITTER PLAN OBJECTIVES

TARGET

TIMELINE

Objective 3

3.1

25% increase in the number of volunteers
involved in 2017 Clean Up Australia Day at
targeted sites in at least 3 participating councils
from the 2016 baseline.

2016-17

3.2

50% increase in the number of volunteers
involved in 2018 Clean Up Australia Day at
targeted sites in at least 3 participating councils
from 2016 baseline

2017-18

3.3

50% increase in the number of volunteers
involved in 2019 Clean Up Australia Day at
targeted sites in at least 3 participating councils
from 2016 baseline

2018-19

3.4

50% increase in the number of volunteers
involved in clean up activities at targeted sites in
participating councils.

2019-20

3.5

50% increase in the number of volunteers
involved in clean up activities at targeted sites in
participating councils

2020-21

4.1

20% reduction in the volume of litter collected by
council crews at targeted sites in at least 3 LGAs
participating in the 2016/17 pilot

2016-17

4.2

20% reduction in the volume of litter collected by
council crews at targeted sites in at least 3
additional LGAs participating in the 2017/18
program expansions

2017-18

4.3

20% reduction in the volume of litter collected by
council crews at targeted sites in at least 3
additional LGAs participating in the 2018/19
program roll out

2018-19

Objective 5

5.1

2019-20

Reduce the volume of takeaway container litter thrown
from vehicles on roadsides
leading to major centres and
industrial sites.

20% reduction in the volume of litter at targeted
roadsides in at least 2 additional LGAs
participating in the 2019/2020 program

5.2

20% reduction in the volume of litter at targeted
roadsides in at least 2 additional LGAs
participating in the 2020/21 program

2020-21

Increase community
participation in litter
prevention and clean up

Objective 4
Reduce the volume of litter
at targeted high use
recreational parks by
encouraging park attendees
to dispose of bottles and
take away packaging
appropriately using the bins
provided.
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6 HOW WILL WE GET THERE?
Implementation of the plan will be facilitated by the appointment of a Regional Litter Officer (RLO) 2
days per week. The RLO will oversee and support each of the councils with the implementation,
management, monitoring and evaluation of projects in 2016 that are outlined in the Litter
Implementation Plan (L-RIP). The RLO is an integral component of achieving the objectives of the
RLP. Projects going forward are dependent on the funding of the RLO position.
The five year action plan outlines the incremental process to meet targets and incorporates support
for nominated priority issues and projects in participating councils. Each project will have SMART
objectives and measurable volume reduction targets that contribute to the state-wide target of 40%
reduction in the volume of litter.
In order to achieve the Plan’s objectives, a coordinated, strategic and streamlined approach will be
supported through ongoing collection of baseline data, overall project management and
development of regionally applicable resources and education and awareness programs.
Assessment of project options confirmed a willingness and capacity by councils to target recreational
parks in Year 1.
Tables 6 – 10 provide details of the proposed project activities and the required funding support for
these to be undertaken.

YEAR 1 (2016-17)

Table 6: Overview and budget estimates for proposed projects for 2016-17. Note: “Regional” refers to in-kind
support from participating councils. “EPA” refers to project funding requests.
PROJECT

OBJECTIVES

TARGETS

BUDGET

1. Litter
Matters in the
Hunter

Objective 1

Quantify the whole-of-council cost of litter of
litter in councils across the region

$76k (regional)*

2. Team-up to
Clean-up the
Hunter

Objectives
2&3

50% increase in the number of residents in
member LGAs registered to report littering
from vehicles from 2014/5 baseline.

$50k (EPA)
$38k (Regional)

25% increase in the number of volunteers
involved in 2017 Clean Up Australia Day at
targeted sites in at least 3 participating councils
from the 2016 baseline.
3.Recreational
Parks (Pilot)

Objective 4

20% reduction in the volume of litter collected
by council crews in at least 3 LGAs participating
in the 2016/17 pilot.
Year 1 Total

$50k (EPA)
$28k (Regional)
$100k (EPA)
$142k (Regional)
$242k TOTAL

* The “Litter Matters in the Hunter” project will only be undertaken if funding for Projects 2 & 3 are approved
and funded by the NSW EPA.
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YEAR 2 (2017-18)

Table 7: Overview and budget estimates for proposed projects for 2017-18. Note: “Regional” refers to in-kind
support from participating councils. “EPA” refers to project funding requests.
PROJECT

OBJECTIVES

TARGETS

BUDGET

1.Litter
Matters in the
Hunter

Objective 1

Set a baseline cost of litter in councils across
the region

$80k (regional)*

2.Team-up to
Clean-up the
Hunter

Objectives
2&3

75% increase the number of residents in
member LGAs registered to report littering
from vehicles from 2014/5 baseline.

$44k (EPA)
$40k (Regional)

50% increase in the number of volunteers
involved in 2018 Clean Up Australia Day at
targeted sites in at least 3 participating councils
from 2016 baseline
3.Recreational
Parks (Pilot)

Objective 4

20% reduction in the volume of litter collected
by council crews in at least 3 LGAs participating
in the 2017/18 program roll out from base
year.

$50k (EPA)

Year 2 Total

$94k (EPA)

$40k (Regional)

$160k (Regional)
$254k TOTAL
* The “Litter Matters in the Hunter” project will only be undertaken if funding for Projects 2 & 3 are approved
and funded by the NSW EPA.

YEAR 3 (2018-19)

Table 8: Overview and budget estimates for proposed projects for 2018-19. Note: “Regional” refers to in-kind
support from participating councils. “EPA” refers to project funding requests.
PROJECT

OBJECTIVES

TARGETS

BUDGET

1.Litter
Matters in the
Hunter

Objective 1

Identify and plan areas for targeted programs
and activities to reduce litter in 2020/21 across
the region

$80k (regional)*

2.Team-up to
Clean-up the
Hunter

Objectives
2&3

80% increase in the number of residents from
participating LGAs registered to report littering
from vehicles from 2014/5 baseline

$50k (EPA)
$40k (Regional)

50% increase in the number of volunteers
involved in 2019 Clean Up Australia Day at
targeted sites in at least 3 participating councils
from 2016 baseline
3.Recreational
Parks (Pilot)

Objective 4

20% reduction in the volume of litter collected
by council crews in at least 3 LGAs participating
in the 2018/19 program roll out from base
year.
Year 3 Total

$50k (EPA)
$40k (Regional)

$100k (EPA)
$160k (Regional)
$260k TOTAL

* The “Litter Matters in the Hunter” project will only be undertaken if funding for Projects 2 & 3 are approved
and funded by the NSW EPA.
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YEAR 4 (2019-20)

Table 9: Overview and budget estimates for proposed projects for 2019-20. Note: “Regional” refers to in-kind
support from participating councils. “EPA” refers to project funding requests.
PROJECT

OBJECTIVES

TARGETS

BUDGET

1.Litter
Matters in the
Hunter

Objective 1

Reduce the cost of litter across the region by
10% by 2021 from 2017 baseline

$80k (regional)*

2.Team-up to
Clean-up the
Hunter

Objectives
2&3

50% increase in the number of volunteers
involved in clean up activities at targeted sites
in participating councils..

$50k (EPA)

3.Roadsides

Objective 4

20% reduction in the volume of litter at
targeted roadsides in at least 2 LGAs
participating in the 2019/2020 program.

$80k (EPA)

Year 4 Total

$40k (Regional)

$40k (Regional)
$130k (EPA)
$160k (Regional)
$290k TOTAL

* The “Litter Matters in the Hunter” project will only be undertaken if funding for Projects 2 & 3 are approved
and funded by the NSW EPA.

YEAR 5 (2020-21)

Table 10: Overview and budget estimates for proposed projects for 2020-21. Note: “Regional” refers to in-kind
support from participating councils. “EPA” refers to project funding requests.
PROJECT

OBJECTIVES

TARGETS

BUDGET

1.Litter
Matters in the
Hunter

Objective 1

Reduce the cost of litter across the region by
10% by 2021 from 2017 levels.

$80k (regional)*

2.Team-up to
Clean-up the
Hunter

Objectives
2,& 3

50% increase in the number of volunteers
involved in clean up activities at targeted sites
in participating councils.

$50k (EPA)

3.Roadsides

Objective 4

20% reduction in the volume of litter at
targeted roadsides in at least 2 LGAs
participating in the 2019/2020 program

$80k (EPA)

Year 5 Total

$40k (Regional)

$40k (Regional)
$130k (EPA)
$160k (Regional)
$290k TOTAL

* The “Litter Matters in the Hunter” project will only be undertaken if funding for Projects 2 & 3 are approved
and funded by the NSW EPA.

The total budget for the 5-year program is $1,336,000. Funding is sought from the EPA for a total
of $554,000 over this period
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7 HOW WILL SUCCESS BE MEASURED?
Hunter Councils will develop a comprehensive monitoring and evaluation framework as part of Year
1 coordination and action plans in line with the Litter Prevention Strategy Monitoring and Evaluation
Framework.
Ongoing monitoring will include data collection and analysis measuring progress against key
performance indicators including elements such as




Local litter checks, community and stakeholder surveys, EPA provided data on
registrations and reporting app downloads by postcode
Number of infringement notices issued
Quarterly meetings will be conducted with the Hunter Litter Working Group who will
monitor progress to ensure timeframes are being met and guide to the continuation or
refinement of interventions.

Evaluation of project outcomes against targets will be conducted towards the completion of Year 1
project activities (June 2017), progress against all KPI’s in each project will be reviewed and analysed
to determine overall annual progress. Subsequent recommendations will be developed to guide Year
2 implementation.
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